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Summary 

During Fall 2016, the Web Team investigated the feasibility and implications of transitioning from Ektron CMS 

to EpiServer CMS. The objective of the feasibility trial was to find an approach to transition the university to 

EpiServer with minimal disruption. The feasibility consisted of the following:   

 Research into EpiServer features and system requirements, 

 Consultation with the vendor to assess UNF’s website and gather information about migration tools, 

 Installation and configuration of the EpiServer trial version on the UNF network,  

 Exploration of the EpiServer user interface for editors, 

 Investigation of site setup and the ability to host multiple sites in one instance, and 

 Study of EpiServer templating requirements and codebase for developing website features,  

Based on this research the Web Team has concluded that there is no simple migration path from Ektron to 

EpiServer nor a means to transition with little impact to all departments at the university. UNF is facing a  

re-implementation of CMS and a major web development initiative to rebuild the websites. 

Recommendation 

The recommendation is to start a project proposal to formally define the requirements for the Web CMS 

replacement. The project planning may result in a formal Invitation to Negotiate (ITN) process to find a 

suitable web CMS product and a migration partner to assist the university with the implemention.  

EpiServer Trial Findings 

The UNF web team investigated the EpiServer product by setting up a demo environment and exploring the 

system hands-on. We found EpiServer to be an impressive and friendly tool for editors, but it requires 

extensive developer involvement to configure and maintain. 

The UNF web team began working with the vendor to perform an assessment on our current systems, but  

formal engagement will be necessary to obtain accurate estimates and recommendations. 

Advantages of EpiServer 

 EpiServer CMS is user-friendly, intuitive, and enjoyable to use (compared to Ektron). 

 EpiServer CMS has helpful editor tools such as recycle bin, mass upload, auto-save, and more. 

 EpiServer CMS offers visual previews and drag-and-drop interfaces for page creation/editing. 

 Page layouts are highly structured and yet customizable – a good blend of control and flexibility. 

Challenges of EpiServer 

 EpiServer requires developers for all aspects of front- and back-end configuration. 

 Site provisioning is still TBD and may require multi-site licensing. EpiServer does not seem to support 

200+ departments under one license as we built on Ektron.  

 EpiServer vendor has been unresponsive. We expected more engagement from the vendor, but 

outreach has been slow and difficult. 
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Environment 

The scope and complexity of CMS is much greater now than 8 years ago, with 238 university “sites” hosted 

across 3 implementations Ektron: UNF, MOCA, and IPTM. On the plus side, we have in-depth analytics to 

inform our decision-making and a better understanding of what features editors use, want, and need in a 

new content management system or website implementation.  

Size and Complexity 

 Number of departments/sites impacted:  

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Department Sites 236 1 1 

 

 Number of content items: media, text, uploaded non-media files: 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Content Pages 21,135 507 30+ 

Blog Items ---- 431 ---- 

Event Items 972 674 ---- 

Online Forms 233 0 0 

Files  21,491 0 270+ 

Images 33,728 2,910 n/a 

TOTAL 77,559 4,522 300+ 

 

 Storage footprint (databases and file system): 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Database size 37.0 GB 1.5 GB 0.23 GB 

File system size 28.8 GB 2.3 GB  0.87 GB 

 

 Editors: 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Editors with Permissions 495 1 2 

Editors who actively use CMS 298 1 2 

Usage and Visitor Behavior  

 Traffic and Trends: 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Pageviews: Monthly Average 1,595,000 
pages 

35,600 
pages 

n/a 

Pageviews: Trend over 2016  4.26 %   16.5% n/a 

Visitors: Monthly Average 226,200 
visitors 

12,900 
visitors 

 

Visitors: Trend over 2016  7.15 %   0.19%  
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 Maintenance Activity 

 UNF MOCA 

Pages total 21,135 pages 1,181 pages 

Pages edited (Fall 2016) 3,314 edits (11.6% of content) 433 edits  (36.7% of content)  

Pages created (Fall 2016) 927 new  (20% of edits) 
 

312 new (72% of edits) 

Page history Once in CMS, UNF content is rarely modified: 
26% of content was never touched by department after migration 
93% of content has less than 10 edits over time 
2% of content has 25+ edits over time 

 
 

Top UNF Content 

 
 
 
 
 

UNF’s New vs Returning Visitors 

 

31% of pageviews = new visitors 

69% of pageviews = returning visitors 
 

Average UNF Session Durations 

 
0-10 seconds 65.0% 

11-30 seconds 5.2% 

31-60 seconds 4.3% 

1-3 minutes 7.8% 

3-10 minutes 8.4% 

10+ minutes 9.2% 

 

This enforces the need for better landing pages, 
better navigation, and simpler content. Most users 
“pass through” and spend minimal time on page.  

Average UNF Pages Visited per Session 

 
1 page 60.2% 

2 pages 13.7% 

3 pages 6.9% 

4 pages 4.5% 

5-10 pages 9.9% 

11+ pages 4.7% 

 
This enforces the need for better navigation 

because “3 clicks and done”. 
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CMS Migration 

UNF faces the same work effort regardless of which CMS we transition to – EpiServer or any other. Most 

effort requires people and this has always been the case. Migration involves much more than transferring 

content from one CMS database to another and re-training users. All website code and integrations will need 

to be assessed and re-written to work with the new system. The migration projects includes UNF, MOCA, and 

IPTM websites. 

Transition to a new CMS will require at a series of distinct phases: 

1. Planning: Content audit, planning, visual redesign, and other preparations 

2. Installation: Procurement, hardware setup, system configuration 

3. Development: Development and testing 

4. Migration: Migration of content and assets to new system 

5. Content Review / Consulting / Training: Working with each department to prepare site for launch 

At this point, exactly what the migration entails is still to be determined and depends on CMS selected. 

 

Process 
 
  Planning 

 

 

 

 Construction 

 

 

 

  

 Consultation 

 

 

 

 

  

Audit and 
Planning

Content 
Modeling

Visual 
Redesign

Content 
Review

/Consulting
Training

Site 
Launch

System 
Architecture

System 
Configuration

Code 
Development

Testing Migration
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Web Team Resources  

The centralization of UNF’s website into a content management system has led to the need for professional 

services that were minimal or non-existent at the university-level prior to CMS -- web design, code 

development, system administration, user training, and web support.  

Though the demand on Public Relations and ITS resources has increased, the investment in the Web Team 

has not scaled with it. Rather, resources dedicated to web needs were scaled back after the CMS migration 

ended in 2012 and CMS is only one of many responsibilities for ITS developers and system administrators.   

Resources currently supporting web: 

Dept Role Resource Average time devoted to web  

ITS Web Manager Marian Watters 20% of time 

ITS Front-end developer / designer Marian Watters 55% of time 

ITS .NET developer Vacant (TBD) 30% of time 

ITS System administrator Hans Priepke, Jake Koza 17% of time  

PR Web support and training Kat Thompson 85% of time 

   Current Resources: ~ 2.5 FTE   

 

Resources and skills necessary for CMS migration and ongoing support: 

The CMS re-implementation project will require investment in staff, both during the migration and for 

ongoing support. Web requires continuous development and support. This web project will be a major 

initiative, in part, because we need to make up for lack of progress over the last years as UNF has fallen 

behind in accessibility, design, technology, and daily upkeep of the site.  

 

Web Manager / 
Project Manager 

Knowledge of web, CMS, content strategy, information architecture.  
Able to make/coordinate decisions and guide strategic roadmap for web.  

1 

Developers  Knowledge of ASP.Net, C#, Javascript, web services, etc. 1  

Front-End Developer Knowledge of HTML, CSS, responsive design, UX, ADA .5 

Web Designer Knowledge of design, layout, typography, color .5 

ADA / Quality Assurance Knowledge of accessibility/usability; able to identify and fix code .5  

System Admin Knowledge of servers, databases, application management, DNS, redirects .5 

Content Consultants Knowledge of CMS/web. Able to consult and guide design/content. 1-2 

CMS Training  Knowledge of CMS/web. Able to train on CMS & maintain documentation. .5 

CMS Support Knowledge of CMS/web. Able to triage requests, investigate user issues, 
and elevate requests to technical experts.  

.5 

 Necessary Resources: 5-7  
FTE 
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Impact on Development  

Nearly all of the code on the UNF website is a result of custom code development by UNF developers and 

designers. With 3 Ektron instances -- UNF, MOCA and IPTM – and 8+ years of code developed, there is an 

extensive list of integrated systems and website features that needs to be assessed and then replaced or  

re-built to be compatible with the new CMS platform.  

CMS Integrations 

Many systems were tightly integrated with Ektron and will need to be replaced. These will be separate 
development projects and major initiatives in their own right because these systems are key communication 
tools and/or heavily utilized daily. 
 

1. eCommunications 

2. Osprey Update integrated 

3. myWings Login Page 

4. Catalog 

5. Faculty Bio 

6. UNF Mobile App 

7. UNF Alerts 

Features and Code 

While many content management systems may come with similar out-of-the-box features, they often require 

custom coding or modification to suit implementation within UNF’s site.  

1. Smart Form [100 types] 
2. Smart Form List Summaries [74 types] 
3. Teaser layout 
4. Photo carousel rotations 
5. Photo galleries with social media integration  
6. Navigation menus (mega/drop menus) 
7. Javascript expand/collapse (FAQs) 
8. Javascript tabs 
9. Javascript filter and search 
10. Javascript table-sort 
11. Javascript grouping by categories 
12. Javascript A-Z anchors 
13. Javascript adaptive images (MOCA) 
14. Video and multimedia embed 
15. Google map embeds 
16. RSS feeds 

17. Social media integrations 
18. Social media metatags 
19. Keyword tagging 
20. SEO tags 
21. Blog 
22. Calendar of Events 
23. Calendar Live-Feed (MOCA) 
24. Search suggestions / keyword search 
25. Google Search integration 
26. Google Analytics integration 
27. Google ReCaptcha on Forms 
28. Google Map Integration (CodeBlue) 
29. Sharepoint Integration (ITS Status History) 
30. CampusCE Integration (IPTM Courses) 
31. Custom redirect module 
32. Custom caching 

 

Web is constantly evolving, and editors have been clamoring for newer, modern functionality and design 

options for years, but development on Ektron has virtually halted pending this CMS replacement decision. 
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Templates  

While the impression is that UNF has “few” templates because the appearance is very controlled and similar, 
this is not strictly true. The UNF templates are extremely complex in order to support the 200+ various 
websites, and there are dozens to hundreds of custom code files to support smart forms (structured content) 
-- one of the best and favored features of Ektron CMS.  
 
In addition to the typical one/two/three column templates, each website also has templates for the 
homepage, forms, photo galleries, mobile (UNF only), and utility pages like 404, 500, search, moved, etc. 
 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Template Layouts 11 4 5 

Template Variations 1057 ---- ---- 

UNF Smart Form Customizations 200+ code files 57 code files 29 code files 

 

Redesign for Page Layouts 

After 8+ years on the current template design, the UNF website template design is in need of a refresh. The 
well-recognized UNF brand can be preserved, but it is recommended that the layout container – navigation 
menus, content body, and footer – be modernized and refreshed to provide better options for department 
landing pages and subpages. 
 
Benefits of a Redesign 

 Provide a variety of flexible layout options and leverage more real estate (a top request by editors). 

 Use responsive design to optimize templates for all screen resolutions. 

 Address ADA issues such as color contrast, font size, headline hierarchy issues, and more. 

 Use modern web design elements such as web fonts, grid, pattern libraries, mega menus, etc 
 

The Growth of Mobile Traffic 
 

Visitors using mobile and  
non-desktop devices are growing 

 (near 30% in 2016.) 
 

 
 

 

 The Need for Responsive Design 
 
95% of site traffic is viewed at resolutions far 
different than our template was designed for in 
2008 (1024x768). 
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Recommendations for Development 

Since re-development of all code is necessary regardless of which CMS is chose, this is a good opportunity to 

make new decisions based on lessons learned from Ektron as well as to utilize modern web development best 

practices. 

1. Keep the code simple and sustainable. 
o Keep our code compatible with the new CMS. Avoid workarounds and code-base complexities. 
o CMS needs to offer multi-site configurations so that site properties can properly be managed in 

the CMS interface without code customizations.  
2. Reduce the code footprint.  

o The 100+ types of smart forms should be assessed and reduced. Audit existing code and 
determine “universal” elements that can be reused across departments. Avoid  
point-solutions that are difficult to support, troubleshoot, and train on. 

3. Take advantage of modern code frameworks. 
o A revamp of code will allow developers to make use of advances in code languages such as 

ASP.Net MVC, HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap CSS framework, javascript frameworks, etc. 
 

Resources Needed for Development 

Though web content maintenance is decentralized, code development is centralized making editors 
dependent on ITS for all web development requests. UNF does not have dedicated web resources, and IT 
developer time is also spend supporting Canvas LMS, eCommunications, myUNFID, Catalog, Osprey Update, 
eTicketing, UNF Alerts, APC Workflow, and many other custom-built .NET web applications. The UNF website 
requires developers with diverse skills for both projects and ongoing maintenance. 
 

Required knowledge for members of the development team: 
 

 Knowledge of software development life cycle, modern web technologies; 

 Knowledge of ASP.Net, C#, APIs, SQL, web services;  

 Knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, responsive design, and web standards; 

 Knowledge of Google webmaster tools, search, SEO, browsers, caching; 

 Knowledge of web design, layout, typography, color; and 

 Knowledge of accessibility, usability, user experience. 
 

On average, 20-25% of developers’ time per month is spent supporting 

existing code (modifications or problems), while projects can consume 

anywhere from 25-75% of developers’ time per month depending on the 

project.   

We believe we need a minimum of 2 FTE dedicated to ongoing  

CMS development (with skills listed above). Additional developer 

resources will likely be necessary during the project due to code  

re-development.    

  

TEAM DYNAMIX STATS 

Tickets:  

   40 hours monthly average 

   406 hours total for 2016 

   171 requests resolved in 2016 

     34 requests open / on hold 

Projects: 

   1079 project hours for MOCA 

   216+ project hours for IPTM 
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Impact on System Administration 

EPiServer is a web content management system aimed at helping editors easily create content for websites. 

The EpiServer user interface is very clean, intuitive and (we felt) easy to use.  

EPiServer is truly a development platform. Administrative tasks (which were done via the interface in 

Ektron) appear to require setup directly in the code base or application coding or application configuration 

in EPiServer. For example, integrating an application with Active Directory would be considered a routine 

system administration task, but with no interface to perform this, it requires much more work than normal 

with EPiServer. Overall, we would expect the operations support admins would need to have deeper 

knowledge of web application configuration, deployment, and .NET than with other UNF applications. 

Strategic considerations 

1. Hosting in the Cloud or On-Premise? 

2. Leveraging the CMS as a Web Portal? 

3. Code Management and Deployment Environments 

Architecture 

1. Load Balancing: Continue current solution of using Citrix Netscaler to balance traffic across servers. 

2. Scaling: Continue current strategies to scale to meet performance needs. 

3. High Availability: To keep the site available at all times, we need web server redundancy built into 

the architecture. 

4. Hot Site: As resilient option, a standby web server and backing database replica should be available 

outside the UNF network (a very complicated tasks that requires additional IT services). 

Resources Needed for Operational Support 

CMS system administration support had a monthly average of about 27 

recorded support hours (about 17% of one FTE). In addition to operational 

support, the CMS administrator assists with project efforts (Ektron Upgrades, 

site launches) and supports multiple enterprise systems. Given the expected 

expansion in the realm of code management and deployment, plus normal 

administration overhead, we believe we would need a minimum .5 FTE 

dedicated to support operations for the web content management system. 

Expected Operational Duties: 

 Support for server environments (if hosted at UNF) 

 Execution of patches, upgrades (if hosted at UNF) 

 Support for website access 

 Top tier support, incident response for functional owner 

 Coordination of vendor support 

 Communication with stakeholders 

 Vendor relationship management (licensing, contracts) 

 Code deployment, code management support 

TEAM DYNAMIX STATS 

Hours:  

   27 hours monthly average 

   322 hours total for 2016 

   100 hours peak month 

Tickets: 

   327 ticket incidents 
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Impact on Support and Training 

While content is decentralized, support for CMS is centralized. Nearly 500 editors have permissions and 
require support for CMS, but only one person handles all the requests within public relations.  Considerable 
time is spent training, and often re-training users. Nearly 40% of users who have permissions to use CMS are 
inactive (have not logged in for 6 months).  
 

 UNF MOCA IPTM 

Active Editors 
(Fall 2016) 

298  2 (now 1) 2 

Training  495 have permissions  
197 have permissions but are not active 
1055 trained since start of CMS 
15 new editors trained per month 

  

 

Communication and Documentation 

A change to a new CMS, of course, necessitates extensive communications, changes to all CMS support and 

training documentation, and one-on-one consultations with all users during the migration. 

 A CMS manual and end-user documentation needs to be created. 
The web team has created online resources for our users. It includes a manual that has step-by-step 

instructions. 

 Training class and handouts need to be updated. 
The Public Relations office has found group training to be the most effective way to train new users. 

It cuts down on the number of ITS requests and one-on-one consultations. Therefore, the Webmaster 

will need to update and create materials used to train content editors. 

 All CMS editors need to be re-trained. 

Public Relations will need to conduct re-training of all 400+ editors, in addition to supporting the 

typical Ektron CMS support until migration is complete (which is a full-time job already).  

Super User Model 

One way to help the transition to a new system is to adopt a tiered support system with the help of super-

users. Currently, all 500 editors work directly with one Webmaster.  

 Ideally, we should have super-users from all five colleges, each division and additional major units. 
It will be easier to disseminate information, gather feedback, plan strategic initiatives and coordinate 
maintenance. Such partnerships can reduce strains on web resources and empower departmental 
stakeholders. Most importantly it will reduce of the number of inactive or unskilled CMS users who 
receive training but never edit the site. 

With frequent editor turnover and demand for repeat training, this has become a time-consuming 

service.  

 Web publishing requires understanding much more than just using a CMS.  
Most editors are not experienced at marketing, copywriting, design, photography, video production, 

accessibility, and so on. There should be minimum qualifications or clearly-defined expectations for 

editors.  
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Content Clean-Up 

 Editors should clean up content as we search for a new CMS.                                                                                                                                                                 
The migration process won’t be as easy as picking up Ektron blocks and moving them. The PR team 
will need to create a plan to work with editors to delete old content and to refresh content. 

ADA Clean-Up 

The WCAG 2.0 standard is a detailed guide for creating accessible web content. It has 12 guidelines that are 

organized under 4 principles. For each guideline, there are three levels. Here at UNF we must meet the AA 

level to be compliant. Units must also assure that all uploaded documents meet ADA standards. 

 Product will determine the extent of ADA training required. 
Accessibility and usability go hand and hand. To make sure everyone can experience your website, 

you must achieve both. It currently takes a unit approximately 5 months to complete a unit’s ADA 

check. If we create clear guidelines before migration, we will be able to cut down on the time to 

audit. 

 

 It would be beneficial to consider creating a position to help monitor, flag and correct issues.  
The employee will also help detect errors that are outside the CMS. To achieve the highest standards, 

UNF must concentrate on all digital communications. (Not sure how to write this section.) 

 


